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Tile of the Century
There is one floor covering that is synonymous with commercial kitchen installation, and for three good
reasons: slip resistance, price and durability. I’m talking, of course, about those tough little 6” X 6” tiles,
the unsung hero of the ceramic tile industry: unglazed ceramic quarry tile. Quarry tile is like a lineman on
a football team, indispensable to seeing the job through, but seldom the star of the show.
But, what is unglazed quarry tile? In this article we will take a closer look at this workhorse of the ceramic
tile family and see just why it continues to be the best alternative for areas subject to spills and moisture
— like commercial kitchens. We will also take a closer look at what makes quarry tile a green option as well.
Unglazed quarry tile production has its “roots” in the brick making industry and uses raw material very similar to that used
in the manufacture of brick products. “Natural” and “durable” are the words best used to describe hard-fired, high quality
quarry tiles.
These low absorption tiles are manufactured and then hard fired in kilns at temperatures exceeding 2,000 degrees.
Quarry tiles are suitable for the most demanding installations and are often the tile of choice for areas such as commercial
kitchens.
Quarry tiles are not produced in a quarry as might be suggested by the name. They are manufacturewd. High quality
quarry tiles are made from a mixture of natural ingredients including clays, shales and feldspar.
They are extruded through a die and cut. This extrusion process creates a much tighter/denser body than can be achieved
through other processes. The die also creates a ribbed back on the tile to improve mortar adhesion. Once extruded, the
tiles are sent through a drier and fired in a kiln.
Because high quality quarry tiles are
extruded and unglazed, they are both
naturally appealing and very practical.
These tiles are slip resisting and are
an excellent choice for areas subject
to heavy spills and moisture. They
also perform well in outdoor
applications — even in extreme
climates. High quality quarry tiles also
have a tight die skin surface, making
them resistant to staining.
Quarry tiles get their color from the
choice of natural raw materials put
into the “mix” to create the tile. Quarry
tiles with a base of shale generally
have a red or brown color. Tiles with a
base of clay generally have a gray or
beige color.
Some quarry tile is produced with a
shade variation from tile to tile. This
classic architectural look (sometimes
known as flashing) is achieved
through controlling the flow of oxygen and gases in the kiln. Whether monotone or with color variation, all unglazed quarry
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tile colors have a natural look that matches well with other design elements.
* Home | France Media Inc | Advertise | Contact | Privacy Policy *
This combination of features, along with the thickness of the tiles — most quality quarry tiles are a half-inch thick — makes
them the right choice for demanding commercial and residential applications indoors and out.
The tile can be a very green option when considering commercial flooring. Following are some green features of unglazed
quarry tile:
• Quarry tile made in the U.S. most often contains locally mined material. And, because American-made quarry tile is
readily available, there is no (energy consuming) overseas shipping process from manufacturer to jobsite.
• Quarry tile normally contains some re-worked waste material usually from within the manufacturing process. This
potentially keeps tons of material from being part of a waste stream headed for the landfill.
• The life cycle of quarry tile (and ceramic tile in general) is known to be among the very longest of any floor covering
products. Life cycle assessment is quickly becoming the standard by which products are measured for environmental
impact. It is common knowledge that tile will last for decades — even centuries. This length of life is an excellent
advantage when discussing sustainability.
• At the end of the life cycle, unglazed quarry tile can be returned to the earth without fear of harm to the environment. The
product is inert, so there should be no issues with using it as fill. Also, at the end of the life cycle unglazed quarry tile can
be re-purposed for a variety of uses such as for road bed material.
• Because high quality unglazed quarry tile is fired at temperatures in excess of 2,000 degrees, there is no chance of the
product off gassing any volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Zero VOCs — both during installation and after being
installed — means quarry tile can help contribute to a healthy indoor air environment. Also, quarry tile can be installed and
maintained using environmentally friendly methods and will not contribute to mold or bacteria growth.
• Some quarry tiles are third-party green-certified. This process requires conformance by both the tile — in regards to such
key features as recycled content — and the manufacturer in a number of environmental areas such as work environment
and corporate governance.
Unglazed quarry tile is made up of the most natural materials available and are formed in a way — heat and pressure —
that emulates how the same process works in nature. Following the formula of the earth itself makes for a very natural and
green flooring product.
Over the years there have been a number of alternative products come to market that make claim to performance in the
commercial kitchen setting, but there is a good reason so many facilities either stay with or come back to a tile installation
featuring unglazed quarry tile. Slip resistance, durability, green attributes and value are a combination that makes an
unglazed quarry tile floor hard to beat.

— Ron Williamson is the marketing service director for Metropolitan Ceramics located in Canton, Ohio. He also is part of
the marketing committee of the Tile Council of North America. The author may be reached at rwilliamson@ironrock.com.
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Papa John’s Opens 4,000th Restaurant Worldwide
AFC Provides Hurricane Update; All Restaurants
Operating
e2 emeril’s eatery Achieves LEED Certification
Marco’s Pizza Opens 300th Location
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse To Open In Beverly Hills
FREEBIRDS World Burrito Appoints New VP of Franchise
Development
Del Frisco’s Grille To Open 5th Restaurant
Sweetgreen Opens 13th Location in D.C. Area
BJ's Restaurant & Brewhouse Opens With Larger Format
FM Facility Maintenance Hires Dunkin’ Brands Executive
Pie Five Pizza Opens First College Campus Location
Smashburger Appoints Brett Willis to Lead Franchise Sales
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Brixmor & Bennigan’s Form Strategic Alliance
Diversified Restaurant Holdings To Purchase 8 Buffalo Wild
Wings Restaurants
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Industry Headlines from the Web
Acapulco Mexican Restaurants Raided In Indiana; Leads
To Dozens Of Arrests - Huffington Post 25 Sep 2012 |
12:17 pm
San Rafael pedestrian, 78, struck as SUV crashes into
diner - Marin Independent-Journal 21 Sep 2012 | 2:57 am
Restaurant Inspections: Seven Restaurants Cited Patch.com 19 Sep 2012 | 5:34 am
Albie Manzo and Chris Manzo to open restaurant in
Hoboken, NJ - Examiner.com 13 Sep 2012 | 4:00 pm
Pizza Guy Who Bear Hugged Obama Finds Support on
Facebook - WebProNews 12 Sep 2012 | 12:27 pm
A List of Local Twitter Accounts to Follow - Patch.com 12
Sep 2012 | 11:10 am
It's no joke when Obama comes to dinner - Orlando
Sentinel 11 Sep 2012 | 4:21 pm
O'Brian's Tavern Open for Business - Patch.com 5 Sep
2012 | 7:56 pm
Bad economy takes toll on local businesses - The Island
Now 30 Aug 2012 | 2:53 pm
Old Town Hibachi Buffet Opens - Patch.com 28 Aug 2012 |
3:39 pm
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